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ACTIVISTS

Biography
—Danielle Cuisinier Dionne (1921-2006); obituary. Andrée Lévesque. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 11-12.
See also Activists.

AFRICAN Americans

Social history

ANARCHISM

History

ANARCHISTS

Biography
See also Activists.

AMERICAN culture

Analysis
—Always be closing; review article. Alex Lichtenstein. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 193-99.
—High comedy in American movies: class and humour from the 1920s to the present; book review. Steve Vineberg. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 263-5.
ANTI-COMMUNISM
Southern United States

ARGENTINA
Political culture

BACKHOUSE, Constance, co-author
—The heiress versus the establishment: Mrs. Campbell’s campaign for legal justice; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 239-41.

BACKHOUSE, Nancy L., co-author
—The heiress versus the establishment: Mrs. Campbell’s campaign for legal justice; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 239-41.

BANANA industry
International trade

BARANEK, Patricia M., co-author

BARCELONA, Spain
Social history
—Red Barcelona: social protest and labour mobilization in the twentieth century; book review. Angel Smith, ed. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.

BEINER, Theresa M.
—Gender myths v. working realities: using social science to reformulate sexual harassment law; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 256-8.

BELISLE, Donica
—A labour force for the consumer century: commodification in Canada’s largest department stores, 1890 to 1940. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 107-44.
—Suburbanization and mass culture in North America; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 183-91.

BLUESTOCKINGS, The
—Reconsidering the Bluestockings; book review. Nicole Pohl and Betty A. Schellenberg, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 274-6.

BOLIVIA
Social movements

BOOK reviews
—All hell can’t stop us: the On-to-Ottawa Trek and the Regina Riot. Bill Waiser. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 204-05.


—High comedy in American movies: class and humour from the 1920s to the present. Steve Vineberg. *Labour/Le Travail*, 58 (Fall 2006), 263-5.


—The other women’s movement: workplace justice and social rights in modern America. Dorothy Sue Cobble. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 251-4.
—The privatization of the oceans. Rögnvaldur Hannesson. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 251-4.
—Rebels, reds, radicals: rethinking Canada’s Left history. Ian McKay. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 201-04.
—Reconsidering the Bluestockings. Nicole Pohl and Betty A. Schellenberg, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 264-5.
—Red Barcelona: social protest and labour mobilization in the twentieth century. Angel Smith, ed. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.
—Reorganizing the rust belt: an inside study of the American labor movement. Steven Henry Lopez. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 214-16.
—Sex after Fascism: memory and morality in twentieth-century Germany. Dagmar Herzog. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 243-5.
—Tending the gardens of citizenship: child saving in Toronto, 1880s-1920s. Xiaobei Chen. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 207-09.
—Trapped: modern-day slavery in the Brazilian Amazon. Binka Le Breton. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 264.
—Union women: forging feminism in the United Steelworkers of America. Mary Margaret Fonow. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.
—Unsocial Europe: social protection or flexploitation? Anne Gray. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 245-7.
—The voice of the poor in the Middle Ages: an anthology of documents from the Cairo Geniza. Mark R. Cohen. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.
—Women, power, and AT&T: winning rights in the workplace. Lois Kathryn Herr. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.
—Young America: land, labor and the republican community. Mark A. Lause. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 255-7.

INDEX 331

BOYLE, Kevin

BRAZIL

BRITISH COLUMBIA
—Labour relations

David Camfield. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 9-41.

BRUNO, Robert
—Reforming the Chicago Teamsters: the story of Local 705; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

C

CAMFIELD, David

CAMPBELL, Elizabeth Bethune
Biography
—The heiress versus the establishment: Mrs. Campbell’s campaign for legal justice; book review. Constance Backhouse and Nancy L. Backhouse. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 239-41.

CANADIAN Committee on Labour History
—Minutes of the annual meeting, 30 May 2006, Toronto, Ontario. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 303-07.

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS
Economic aspects

CARMICHAEL, Isla

CARR, Marilyn, co-author

CHAMBERLAND, Line, co-author
—Is sex work? Re-assessing feminist debates about sex, work, and money; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 203-16.
CHEN, Martha Alter, co-author

CHEN, Xiaobei
—Tending the gardens of citizenship: child saving in Toronto, 1880s-1920s; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 207-09.

CHILD welfare
Demographic aspects

History
—Tending the gardens of citizenship: child saving in Toronto, 1880s-1920s; book review. Xiaobei Chen. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 207-09.

Political aspects

CHILDREN’S Aid Society, Toronto, Ontario
History
—Tending the gardens of citizenship: child saving in Toronto, 1880s-1920s; book review. Xiaobei Chen. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 207-09.

CIVIL Rights Act (United States), Title VII
Legal cases
—Gender myths v. working realities: using social science to reformulate sexual harassment law; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 256-8.

CLASS relations
Analysis
—New working-class studies; book review. John Russo and Sherry Lee Linkon, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 250-1.

—The other women’s movement: workplace justice and social rights in modern America; book review. Dorothy Sue Cobble. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 251-4.


History


CLOW, Michael, co-author

COAL industry
Labour relations

COBBLE, Dorothy Sue
—The other women’s movement: workplace justice and social rights in modern America; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 251-4.

—Poverty and charity in the Jewish community of medieval Egypt; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 262-3.

—The voice of the poor in the Middle Ages: an anthology of documents from the Cairo Geniza; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.

COMEDY
Social aspects
—High comedy in American movies: class and humour from the 1920s to the present; book review. Steve Vineberg. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 263-5.
COMMUNIST Party of Canada
Portrayals and depictions
—Fact or fiction? German writer A.E. Johann, a Winnipeg communist and the Depression in the Canadian West, 1931-1932. Lawrence D. Stokes. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 131-42.

CONSUMER society
History
—A labour force for the consumer century: commodification in Canada’s largest department stores, 1890 to 1940. Donica Belisle. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 107-44.

CRIMINAL justice, administration of
History

CRIMINAL law
Interpretation and construction

CUBA
Country overview

CULTURAL criticism
Analysis
—Suburbanization and mass culture in North America; review article. Donica Belisle. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 183-91.

DAUVERGNE, Catherine

DEBER, Raisa B., co-author

DETROIT, Michigan
Social history

DEVault, Ileen A.

DIONNE, Danielle CuisiNier
Biography
—Danielle CuisiNier Dionne (1921-2006); obituary. Andrée Lèvesque. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 11-12.

DISTRIBUTIVE justice

DOHAN, Daniel

DUBOIS, Lindsay

DUPUIS, Michael

ENVIRONMENTAL remediation

EROTICISM
Social aspects
See also Sexual norms.
EUROPEAN Economic Community. See European Union.

EUROPEAN Union

—Labour policy

F

FEMINIST movement

—Union women: forging feminism in the United Steelworkers of America; book review. Mary Margaret Fonow. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

History
—The other women’s movement: workplace justice and social rights in modern America; book review. Dorothy Sue Cobble. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 251-4.

FINANCIAL speculation

Social aspects
—Always be closing; review article. Alex Lichtenstein. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 193-99.

FINGARD, Judith, editor


FISHERY management

Political aspects

FLEISCHAKER, Samuel


FONOW, Mary Margaret

—Union women: forging feminism in the United Steelworkers of America; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

FORMER SOVIET UNION

Labour relations

G

GENDER relations

Analysis
—Making the shift from pink collars to blue ones: women’s non-traditional occupations. Kristin Hulme. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 143-65.

History

GEORGE, Sheba Marian

—When women come first: gender and class in transnational migration; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 279-81.
GERMANY

Economic history

Social history
—Sex after Fascism: memory and morality in twentieth-century Germany; book review. Dagmar Herzog. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 243-5.

GETZ, Trevor R.

GOLDENBERG, Carl
—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Sean Tucker and Brian Thorn. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

GOLDMAN, Emma

GORDON, Suzanne
—Nursing against the odds: how health care cost cutting, media stereotypes, and medical hubris undermine nurses and patient care; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 249-51.

GRAHAM, Robert
—Emma Goldman: the American years; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 217-25.

editor

GRAY, Anne
—Unsocial Europe: social protection or flexploitation?: book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 245-7.

GRET, Marion, co-author

GUILDFORD, Janet, editor

H

HAIVEN, Judy

HAKIM, Catherine

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia

HANNESSON, Rögnvaldur
—The privatization of the oceans; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 251-4.

HAPGOOD, Hutchins

HEALTH care industry
—Analysis

See also Home care services.

HERR, Lois Kathryn
—Women, power, and AT&T: winning rights in the workplace; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

HERZOG, Dagmar
—Sex after Fascism: memory and morality in twentieth-century Germany; book
review. *Labour/Le Travail*, 57 (Spring 2006), 243-5.

**HOME care services**


**HOTEL industry**


**HULME, Kristin**

—Making the shift from pink collars to blue ones: women’s non-traditional occupations. *Labour/Le Travail*, 57 (Spring 2006), 143-65.

**HUMAN resources management**

—A labour force for the consumer century: commodification in Canada’s largest department stores, 1890 to 1940. Donica Belisle. *Labour/Le Travail*, 58 (Fall 2006), 107-44.


**HUMAN rights, concept of**


**HUNT, Gerald, co-author**

—Is sex work? Re-assessing feminist debates about sex, work, and money; review article. *Labour/Le Travail*, 58 (Fall 2006), 203-16.

**HUNTLER, Horace, co-author**


**IMMIGRATION policy**

—International aspects


**IMPERIALISM**


**INFANTICIDE**

—Legal cases


**INFORMATION technology industry**


**INTER-UNION conflict**

—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Sean Tucker and Brian Thorn. *Labour/Le Travail*, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

**IRON industry**

—Labour relations


**ITALY**

—Political history

JANNIGAN, David T.

JEWISH community
Middle Ages
—The voice of the poor in the Middle Ages: an anthology of documents from the Cairo Geniza; book review. Mark R. Cohen. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.

JOHANN, A.E.
Works
—Fact or fiction? German writer A.E. Johann, a Winnipeg communist and the Depression in the Canadian West, 1931-1932. Lawrence D. Stokes. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 131-42.

JOHANNESS, Anton
Biography

KELLY, Brian
—Race, class, and power in the Alabama coalfields, 1908-1921; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 226-7.

KOVEN, Seth

KRAMAR, Kirsten Johnson

LABOUR history
Bibliography
Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia
—Steel-ing Cape Breton’s labour history. Dan MacDonald. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 267-70.

International aspects
—Iron and steel unionism in Canada and Australia, 1900-1914: the impact of the state, ethnicity, management, and locality. Greg Patmore. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 71-105.
Manitoba

Ontario

Quebec
—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Sean Tucker and Brian Thorn. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

Spain
—Red Barcelona: social protest and labour mobilization in the twentieth century; book review. Angel Smith, ed. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.
United States

Western Canada
—Fact or fiction? German writer A.E. Johann, a Winnipeg communist and the Depression in the Canadian West, 1931-1932. Lawrence D. Stokes. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 131-42.

See also Labour movement; Labour unions.

LABOUR laws and regulations

History
—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Sean Tucker and Brian Thorn. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

United States

LABOUR leaders

Biography

See also Activists, Anarchists.

LABOUR movement

Analysis

British Columbia

Demographic aspects
—The other women’s movement: workplace justice and social rights in modern America; book review. Dorothy Sue Cobb. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 251-4.

International aspects

Religious aspects

See also Labour history; Labour unions.

LABOUR unions

Investments

Laws and regulations

Media coverage


Social aspects
—Union women: forging feminism in the United Steelworkers of America; book review. Mary Margaret Fonow. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

See also Labour history; Labour movement.

LAND-REFORM movement

History

LAUSE, Mark A.
—Young America: land, labor and the republican community; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 255-7.
LE BRETON, Binka
—Trapped: modern-day slavery in the Brazilian Amazon; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 264.

LEFT, The
Canada

LEGAL profession
—The heiress versus the establishment: Mrs. Campbell’s campaign for legal justice; book review. Constance Backhouse and Nancy L. Backhouse. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 239-41.

LÉVESQUE, Andrée
—Danielle Cuisinier Dionne (1921-2006); obituary. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 11-12.

LEY, Colin, editor
—the empire reloaded; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 283-5.

LICHTENSTEIN, Alex
—Always be closing; review article. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 193-99.

LINKON, Sherry Lee, editor
—New working-class studies; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 250-1.

LOGGING

LUMBER industry

MACDONALD, Dan
—Steel-ing Cape Breton’s labour history. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 267-70.

MACDONALD, Peter, co-author

MACKENZIE, Chris

MANDEL, David
—Labour after Communism; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 241-3.

MARTIN, Christopher
—Framed!: labor and the corporate media; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 261-3.

MCKAY, Ian
—Rebels, reds, radicals: rethinking Canada’s Left history; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 201-04.

MECHANIZATION

MEXICAN Americans

MILITARY dependents
Political aspects

MILLOY, Jeremy

MONTGOMERY, David, co-author
—Black workers’ struggle for equality in Birmingham; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 254-5.

MORRIS, Charles J.

MORTON, Desmond
—Fight or pay: soldiers’ families in the Great War; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 205-07.

MOVEMENT, freedom of
Social aspects

MYERS, Gordon

NATIONAL identity
Political aspects

NATIVE Canadian children
Social aspects

NEWS media
Analysis

NURSES
Emigration and immigration

NURSING (profession)
Analysis

O’NEILL, John

OCCUPATIONAL choice
Demographic aspects
—Making the shift from pink collars to blue ones: women’s non-traditional occupations. Kristin Hulme. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 143-65.

OLIVERA, Oscar
PANITCH, Leo, editor
—The empire reloaded; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 283-5.

PARTICIPATORY democracy
Brazil

PATMORE, Greg
—Iron and steel unionism in Canada and Australia, 1900-1914: the impact of the state, ethnicity, management, and locality. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 71-105.

PLEWMAN, William R.

POCHET, Philippe, editor

POHL, Nicole, editor
—Reconsidering the Bluestockings; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 274-6.

POLITICAL protest
Brazil

Canada
—All hell can’t stop us: the On-to-Ottawa Trek and the Regina Riot; book review. Bill Waiser. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 204-05.

POLOCK, Allyson

POPULAR memory
Analysis

POVERTY
Analysis

Demographic aspects

History

PRIVATISATION
Analysis

Political aspects

PRO-FAMILY movement
Political aspects

RACISM
History


Personal narratives

RENTON, David

REUTTER, Mark

RICE, Stephen P.

ROBICHEAU, Wendy G.

RURAL life

RURAL-URBAN migration
Personal narratives

RUSSO, John, editor
—New working-class studies; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 250-1.

RUTHERDALE, Robert

S

SANEY, Isaac

SCHELLENBERG, Betty A., editor
—Reconsidering the Bluestockings; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 274-6.

SCOTT-DIXON, Krista
—Doing IT: women working in Information Technology; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 234-7.

SECOND International, The

SERVICE industry workers
Labour relations


SEX industry
—Is sex work? Re-assessing feminist debates about sex, work, and money; review article. Gerald Hunt and Line Chamberland. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 203-16.

SEXUAL harassment
Laws and regulations
Legal cases
See also Workplace environment - Social aspects.

SEXUAL norms
—Sex after Fascism: memory and morality in twentieth-century Germany; book review. Dagmar Herzog. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 243-5.
See also Eroticism.

SICK building syndrome

SIMPSON, Mark

SINTOMER, Yves, co-author

SLAVERY
—Trapped: modern-day slavery in the Brazilian Amazon; book review. Binka Le Breton. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 264.


SMITH, Angel, editor
—Red Barcelona: social protest and labour mobilization in the twentieth century; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 263.

SOCIALISM

SOCIALIZED medicine
United Kingdom

SOCIALLY responsible investments

STEEL industry


SUBURBS
—Suburbanization and mass culture in North America; review article. Donica Belisle. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 183-91.

SUMNER, Jennifer
—Sustainability and the civil commons: rural communities in the era of globalization; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 241-4.
SWEENY, Robert C.H., comp.
—Recent publications in Canadian labour history / Travaux récents en histoire des classes populaires canadiennes. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 289-301.
SYDNEY, Nova Scotia
History
—Steel-ing Cape Breton’s labour history. Dan MacDonald. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 267-70.

TEAMSTERS Union
Chicago, Illinois

TEEPELE, Gary

THORN, Brian, co-author
—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

TRADE disputes

TRADE unions. See Labour unions.

TRANSNATIONAL migration
Social aspects

TRANSSEXUALS
Social history
—Is sex work? Re-assessing feminist debates about sex, work, and money.; review article. Gerald Hunt and Line Chamberland. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 203-16.

TUCKER, Sean, co-author
—Railing against the company union: the state, union substitution, and the Montréal Tramways strike of 1943. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 41-70.

TURKSTRA, Melissa

UNEMPLOYMENT
Political aspects
All hell can’t stop us: the On-to-Ottawa Trek and the Regina Riot; book review. Bill Waiser. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 204-05.

UNITED Steel Workers of America
Social aspects
—Union women: forging feminism in the United Steelworkers of America; book review. Mary Margaret Fonow. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 261.

VAN HOOK, James C.

VANEK, Joann, co-author

VENTRESCA, Robert A.
—From culture to democracy: culture and politics in the Italian elections of 1948; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 277-9.

VICTORIAN England
Social history
VINEBERG, Steve
—High comedy in American movies: class and humour from the 1920s to the present; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 263-5.

VIOLENCE against women
History

W
WAISER, Bill
—All hell can’t stop us: the On-to-Ottawa Trek and the Regina Riot; book review. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 204-05.

WALMSLEY, Christopher

WARTIME society
Canada

WINTER, Martin J.

WILLIAMS, A. Paul, co-author

WILLIS, John

WOMEN’S rights movement. See Feminist movement.

WOODS, Jeff

WORKPLACE environment
Health aspects

Social aspects
—Making the shift from pink collars to blue ones: women’s non-traditional occupations. Kristin Hulme. Labour/Le Travail, 57 (Spring 2006), 143-65.

WOMEN’S rights movement. See Feminist movement.

WORKING class studies
—New working-class studies; book review. John Russo and Sherry Lee Linkon, eds. Labour/Le Travail, 58 (Fall 2006), 250-1.

WORLD War I
Canada

Z
ZEITLIN, Jonathan, editor

ZWEIG, Michael, editor
Social Science History Association

Benefits of membership in the SSHA include

- a one-year print subscription to Social Science History (four issues)

- RSS feeds and free online access to Social Science History at ssh.dukejournals.org

- a reduced rate for the annual SSHA conference

Forthcoming in Social Science History

“The Persistence of the Health Insurance Dilemma” (30:4)

Join today!
Individuals, $60
Students, $15 (photocopy of valid student ID required)

To join the SSHA, please contact Duke University Press by phone at 888-651-0122 (toll-free in the U.S. and Canada) or at 919-688-5134 or by e-mail at membership@dukepress.edu, or visit ssh.dukejournals.org.